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Report goal

Provide information for informed, sound decisions on 
specific vessel safety measures:

1. Tug Escorts (tankers, ATB, towed vessels).
2. Emergency Response System for 

Haro/Boundary/Rosario.
3. Other vessel traffic safety measures. 
USE CURRENT and EXISTING INFORMATION



Report elements
 ATB, towed vessel incident, and spill data. 
 Transport of Bitumen and Dilbit
 Vessel traffic trends
 Tug Escorts (tankers, ATB, towed vessels)
 Tug capability requirements for escort tug
 Emergency Response System for Haro/Boundary/Rosario
 Difference between locations and navigational requirements
 Economic impact of tug escorts and vessel size limitations
 Oil weathering for oils that may sink or submerge  
 Other vessel traffic management and safety recommendations



Vessel Traffic Safety Report Multiverse
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What is a literature review?

Surveys, books, scholarly articles, and 
any other sources relevant to a 
particular issue.

Provides a description, summary, and 
critical evaluation of these works in 
relation to the issue. 

Provide an overview of sources 
Demonstrate how research fits within a 

larger field of study.
Fink, Arlene. Conducting Research Literature Reviews: 
From the Internet to Paper. Fourth edition. Thousand 
Oaks, CA: SAGE, 2014



Why build the report on integrative 
literature reviews?

Flexible/scalable
Efficient
Transparent
Results are defensible, reproducible, 
responsive to Legislature, represent our 
standards



Draft 
Report

Lit Review: 
Incident & 
Spill Data

Lit Review: 
Dilbit 
Transport

Lit Review: 
Vessel Traffic 
Trends

Stakeholder 
input on 

information

Stakeholder 
input on draft

Input from Puget Sound Partnership & Pilotage Commission

Source: Suncor

Source: Jane Cogan



Tribal and stakeholder involvement

May 16 - online webinar

May 25 - shared our identified studies, reports 

Aug. 10 - Sept. 7 - comment period

Briefings and presentations

 Pilotage Commission Meetings
 Puget Sound Harbor Safety Committee meetings

October Governor’s Office review

Dec. 1 submit draft to Legislature

July 1, 2019 submit final to Legislature



Annually, 8,300 
deep draft 
vessels transit 
the Strait of 
Juan de Fuca 
arriving and 
departing from 
ports in 
Washington and 
British 
Columbia



Traffic trends: Washington ports

Washington’s refineries
 Decrease vessel traffic of inbound crude.

 Decreased supply of Alaskan north slope.

 Increased pipeline and rail supplies.

 Stable barring terminal changes.

Washington ports
 Upgrades to terminals in Seattle and Tacoma will allow container ships of 

up to 18,000 TEUs to call. 

 Both Seattle and the Port of Vancouver can handle largest container and 
passenger ships.

 No increase in number of vessels, but increase in container and 
passenger vessel size.



Traffic trends: British Columbia ports

Transmountain Pipeline/Westridge Terminal Project
 Would add 265 to 348 additional tankers per year transiting Haro Strait 

and Boundary Pass.

Port of Vancouver 
 Anticipates 40 percent growth in the next decade of container and bulk 

carriers. 

 Equates to an estimated additional 1220 cargo vessels by 2026.





Difference in navigational requirements for 
vessels transporting petroleum



Vessel Incidents: Summary
Spills from tank vessels, barges, decreasing over time locally, 
internationally.
 Strong linkage with improved safety requirements and 

practices.
Most spills are small; few sources provide details on them. 
Small number of large spills = most of the oil spilled today.
Regional data from Washington/Oregon, Canadian Pacific Region 
provide the most detailed information, but data is smaller, more 
variable. 
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Vessel incidents: summary

 International data suggests that tug escorts could 
potentially provide benefits for most common types of spill 
incidents, such as allisions, groundings.

 Regional data says tug escorts could potentially have 
positive effect on most common types of non-spill 
incidents by ATBs and towed oil barges.

 Less straightforward indications on potential benefit of 
emergency response system, depends on stationing, 
availability, incident location, etc.



Why sinking oils matter



Oils that may submerge or sink

 If heavier than water, may submerge/sink when spilled.
 If lighter than water, become heavier as the lighter fractions 

are lost by evaporation, may submerge/sink when spilled.
 Can submerge/sink after mixing with sediments in waves or 

stranding onshore and mixing with sediments.
 May refloat after sinking.
 If heavier than water due to formation of oil-particle 

aggregates under turbulent conditions, may eventually 
settle on the seafloor.

 Behavior of sinking oil differs from seawater to freshwater



Diluted bitumen

 Heavy crude from Canada that transported to Washington by pipeline,  
rail and vessel. 

 It is mixed with another type of oil (the diluent) to allow it to flow for 
transport. 

 Inherently heavy with likelihood of submerging in water or sinking 
causing significant concern for its transport in Washington.

 Poses substantial risk to environment, human health, tribal, cultural and 
historical resources, and economy and a challenge to locate, contain, 
clean up.



Vessel, 2.2% (61.8 million gals)

Rail, 7.2% (203  million gals)

Pipeline, 90.6% (2.6 billion gals)

2017 Diluted Bitumen by Mode

Vessel Rail Pipeline







Tug escorts address incidents that could result from 
mechanical failures that could disable a vessel. 

 Collision, allision or grounding incidents.

 Escort tugs hold and change motion of a disabled vessel.

 Failures are infrequent, but potential high consequence.

 Loss of propulsion more likely than loss of steering.

Provides scout and auxiliary bridge functions to help reduce 
human error.

 Also helps with barge navigational control.

Tug escorts: How they work



Multi-state/province comparison:
 Tank ships only: Washington, B.C. and Alaska. 
 Includes ATBs and barges: California and Massachusetts.

Design of an escort system for tank vessels must consider 
multiple factors, such as location, tethering, etc.
Escort tugs may be used in conjunction with other measures 
such as sentinel tugs, additional crew, speed limits.

Tug escorts: Overview



Some shared commonalities in states, B.C., such as maneuverability, 
horsepower, propulsion redundancy. Capability choice still depends on:

 Environment and the waterway characteristics.
 Size and type of vessel to be escorted.
 Desirability of ancillary capacities, such as firefighting.

Various states specify the capability of escort tugs at varying levels of 
detail, Mass. has manning requirements.

 Previous study recommended more specificity in Washington escort tug capability.

Best Practice: A matrix approach of matching escort tug capability to the 
tank vessel for a given transit.

Tug escort capability requirements



 Of all tank vessels, tank barges have higher potential accident 
frequency rate in Salish Sea, followed by tank ships, and ATBs.

 2015 VTRA found 3 percent potential reduction in spill volume, 15 
percent potential reduction in marine casualties using tug escorts 
with tank barges and ATBs.

 B.C. experience with escort tugs: a 12-fold increase in protection 
against tank ship accidents, versus pilots alone.

 Positive correlation between tug escorts and reduced spill incidents 
and marine causalities

 2016 Salish Sea workshop identified tug escorts with tank barges 
and ATBs as top priority.

Tug escort need and effectiveness



Estimated annual costs for:
 Existing pilotage and escort requirements.
 Modeled scenario requirements.

Estimated economic impacts for:
 Net $ impact to WA economy.
 Net job impact to WA and key affected industries.

Costs and economic impacts for tug 
escorts



Cost estimates 

Inputs:
Transit data (Tr)

 VEAT (2017) and Pilotage invoices (April 2018).

 43 existing routes overlapped with modeled scenario.

Pilotage tariffs (Pr)
 Calculated using Chapter 363-116 WAC rates.

 Took avg. ship dimensions from local tug fleets.

Escort rates (Er)
 Calculated hourly cost - local tug rate schedules and distances. 

 Rates and distances provided by local escort companies.

𝐶𝐶 = �
𝑟𝑟=1

43

𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟(𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 + 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟)



Cost estimates

Tankers TBTs ATBs Total
Status Quo Costs $31,433,452 $0 $407,570 $31,841,023
Modeled Scenario Costs $31,433,452 $26,959,401 $5,908,046 $64,300,899
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Transit Region Tankers TBTs ATBs
DIFFERENCE IN 
TOTAL COSTS 

BY REGION

Haro/Boundary and Vancouver $0 $0 $0 $0

Whatcom and N Rosario Strait $0 $2.7 $2.5 $5.2

Anacortes and S Rosario Strait $0 $1.0 $2.0 $3.0

Puget Sound and Port Angeles $0 $23.3 $1.1 $24.3

DIFFERENCE IN TOTAL COST
BY VESSEL TYPE $0 $27.0 $5.5 $32.5

Cost increases (millions 
of $) under modeled 
scenario compared to 
status quo by region



Other impacts

Anticipated benefits from reduced spill risk
 Saves money, protects environment, habitat, navigation, recreation, 

protects endangered, resident orca whales.

Potential negative impacts of tug escorts
 Noise increase

 Increase vessel strikes of whales

 Increase air pollution



Emergency Response System

 Tug Denise Foss stationed at Neah Bay



Emergency Response System

 Review of existing risk analyses and studies indicates:
 Emergency response system similar to Neah Bay ERTV in Haro Strait 

and Boundary Pass has potential to reduce oil spill volume by 1% 

 Potential benefit of an ERTV system for Rosario Strait is less certain 
than Haro Strait and Boundary Pass .

 Placement and underway time of a ERTV are key factors in 
success 

 Tug of opportunity has a high level of uncertainty (e.g. 
location, capabilities & availability)
 International Tug of Opportunity System no longer formally exists

 May provide a secondary response capability



 Expand requirements for reporting of oil movement 
and oil transfer information.

 Conduct rulemaking on tug escort requirements.
 Further evaluate implementation and funding of an 

emergency response system.

Recommendations



Currently each mode of transport has different information 
requirements by law.
Ensure consistency between all modes of transport, vessel, 
rail & pipeline.
 Vessels report type, origin, destination, and API gravity of crude transferred over 

water.

 Pipelines expand reporting to include type of crude and API gravity.

 Facilities receiving oil by rail expand reporting to include specific type of crude oil 
transferred.

Recommendation: Oil movement & transfers 
reporting



Pilotage Commission conducts rulemaking to apply tug 
escort requirements for oil laden tank vessels between 
5,000 and 40,000 dead weight tons

 Applies east of a line extending from Discovery Island light south to New 
Dungeness light.

 Use a zone approach.

 Specific attention to Rosario Strait.

 Consider state pilotage in-lieu or in addition to tug escort.

 Consider noise mitigation.

Recommendation: Tug escorts



 Use a collaborative process for potential ERTV in Haro and 
Boundary
 Include U.S. and Canadian stakeholders, tribes, and First Nations

 Most traffic is Canadian bound

 Location evaluation

 Address tug capability, equipment and operation 

 Multi-mission capabilities 

 Cross-boundary response

 Funding and contracting

 Consider current Neah Bay funding with solution

Recommendation: Emergency response systemRecommendation: Emergency response system



Questions?

Rob Dengel, Section Manager
Statewide Resources, Spills Program
Washington Department of Ecology          
360-407-6905
robert.dengel@ecy.wa.gov
www.ecology.wa.gov
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